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Introductory Labour Economics for Public Policy 
 

1. Names and Contact Details 
 

Course Presenter:  Dr Lynn Riggs 
   Telephone: (04) 939 4250 
   Email: lynn.riggs@motu.org.nz 

 
Course Administrator: Zaneta Waitai 

   Email: Zaneta.waitai@mbie.govt.nz 
 

2. Course Learning Objectives 
 
Labour economics is extremely relatable to most people since it touches on some aspect of their 
own life experiences – even for those who have never formally been in the labour market.  For 
similar reasons, almost any social or economic policy will have either a direct or indirect effect on 
workers, potential workers, employers, or all of the above.  Hence, those involved in policy should 
understand how labour markets function, including those factors that influence decision-making by 
individuals or organisations.  Without this understanding, it may be difficult for policy makers to fully 
assess the ramifications that their policies are likely to have on the economy or on society.  Hence, 
the main objective of this course is to provide participants with a basic understanding of the theory 
underlying labour economics as well as an understanding of how this theory has been applied, and 
can continue to be applied, to public policy.  This course provides an introduction to labour 
economics and will help participants understand the following: 
 

 how labour markets function, how labour economics fits into the larger economics 
framework, and the important role these markets play in people’s lives; 

 how labour economics fits into policy making, how it can shape policy, and the latest policy 
debates pertaining to labour economics; 

 how different policies may affect individuals’ decision making and choices; and  

 labour economics in the New Zealand context, including key data sets available for analysis 
and previous research done using these data.  
 

Topics to be covered include, but are not limited to, supply and demand, minimum wages, labour 
market effects of taxes and subsidies, unemployment, the collective bargaining relationship, 
discrimination, inequality, human capital, automation, and the ‘gig’ economy. 
 

3. Learning Outcomes 
 
This course will provide participants with a better understanding of the following: 
 

 An understanding of key concepts and terms used in labour economics 

 Potential ways that policies may affect labour markets and labour market outcomes 

 When a labour economics framework may be useful in developing or evaluating policy 
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4. Target Audience 
 
This course will be most helpful to policy analysts and policy advisors who would like to have a 
better understanding of how policy might impact labour markets and labour market outcomes.  The 
course will also be useful for those who have had some economics training but have not thought 
about labour economics or simply would like a refresher on some of the basics. 
 

5. Relationship to Other Subjects 
 
No previous knowledge of economics or statistics is assumed, and there are no pre-requisites for this 
course.   
 

6. Overview of Session Topics 
 

 Introduction to Labour Economics 

 Labour Supply 

o Measuring the labour force and labour force participation 

o Unemployment 

o The labour supply curve 

o The labour supply of different groups 

o Policy impacts on labour supply (e.g., taxes and subsidies) 

 Labour Demand 

o The employment decision 

o The labour demand curve 

o Substitutes and complements 

o Policy impacts on labour demand 

 Labour Market Equilibrium & Wage Determination 

o Competitive markets 

o Non-competitive markets 

o Labour market dynamics 

o Defining labour markets 

o Labour mobility and job search 

o Policy impacts on labour markets (e.g., immigration, minimum wage laws) 

 Compensating Wage Differentials 

o Impact of job characteristics on wages 

o Benefits and nonpecuniary compensation 

o Revealed preferences and the value of a statistical life 

o Policy applications (e.g., regulating health and safety) 

 Human Capital 

o Impact of worker characteristics on wages 

o Education and training 

o Policy impacts (e.g., training programs, subsidised student loans) 

 Labour Market Contracts and Work Incentives 

o Compensation packages and pay for performance  

o Role of unions 

o Non-compete clauses and spin-offs 



o The “gig” economy 

o Policy applications (e.g., contract enforcement, goals gone wild) 

 Research and data for NZ labour markets  

 

7. Teaching and Learning Methods 
 
This course will cover a fair amount material in a short amount of time, so for many of the topics, 
the course will provide a basic understanding of the concepts.  The course will mix lecture-style 
presentations with discussion and group exercises.   
 

8. Class Details 
 
Session Date Times Venue 

1 Tue 28 May  9am – 1pm St Andrews, The Terrace, Wellington 

2 Thu 30 May   9am – 1pm St Andrews, The Terrace, Wellington 

3 Tue 4 June 9am – 1pm St Andrews, The Terrace, Wellington 

4 Thu 6 June 9am – 1pm St Andrews, The Terrace, Wellington 

 
Please proceed to the Conference Room3 at the St Andrews, The Terrace  Wellington. 
 
There will be a 15 minute break in each session.  
 
 

9. Course Costs 
 
This course is provided by the Government Economics Network (GEN) at a cost of $500 plus GST per 
person. 
 
 

10. Course Materials 
 

Recommended Text 
 
The following introductory textbook is recommended although other introductory textbooks can be 
used (including earlier versions of this text): 
 

Borjas, George J. Labor Economics. 7th ed. Boston, MA: McGraw-Hill Education, 2016.  
ISBN: 978-0-07-802188-6. 

 

Additional Reading 
 
Participants may be interested in some key papers in this area.  The following works are not required 
but may enhance the learning experience:   
 



 Maré, D. The labor market in New Zealand, 2000–2017. IZA World of Labor 2018: 427 doi: 
  10.15185/izawol.427.  
  https://wol.iza.org/uploads/articles/427/pdfs/the-labor-market-in-new-zealand.pdf?v=1 
  

 Heckman, James J. “Introduction to A Theory of the Allocation of Time by Gary   
  Becker.” Economic journal (London, England) vol. 125,583 (2015): 403-409.  
  doi:10.1111/ecoj.12228. 
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4439835/# 
 

 Card, David, and Alan Krueger. "Minimum Wages and Employment: A Case Study of the Fast-
  Food Industry in New Jersey and Pennsylvania." American Economic Review 84, no. 4 
  (September 1994): 772-793. 
 
 Card, David, and Alan Krueger. "Does School Quality Matter? Returns to Education and the 
  Characteristics of Public Schools in the United States." Journal of Political Economy 
  100, no. 1 (February 1992): 1-40. 
 
 Abraham, Katharine G., John C. Haltiwanger, Kristin Sandusky, and James R. Spletzer.  
  “Measuring the Gig Economy: Current Knowledge and Open Issues.” NBER Working 
  Paper No. 24950 (August 2018). 
   

The National Bureau of Economic Research has an outstanding working paper series that often 
includes labour economics papers on a wide variety of topics.  These can be found here: 
https://www.nber.org/papersbyprog/LS.html 
 
 

11.  Attendance Requirements 
 
Full attendance by participants is expected and a record of attendance will be maintained in this 
subject. Where absence is unavoidable, notification to the Course Administrator as soon as possible 
is required. If a participant is absent for two sessions or more, additional work in lieu of attendance 
will be required to be eligible to pass this course. 

12.  Withdrawal from Course 
 
If a participant is unable to attend, the registration may be transferred to another person by advising 
the Course Administrator in writing at least 2 days before the start of the course.  

13.  Course Lecturer 
 

 

Lynn Riggs has a PhD in economics and worked as an economist 
for the US government for 20 years, applying economics to 
policy questions.  Lynn currently works for Motu Economic and 
Public Policy Research but prior to that worked for the US 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the primary regulator 
of swaps and futures markets, where she developed regulations 
for financial markets after the GFC. Prior to that, she worked at 
the US Bureau of the Census and the US Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention.  Her research interests are in labour, 
health, education, and financial economics.   
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14. About the Government Economics Network 

The Government Economics Network was established in 2011 to promote the better use of 
economics in the public sector in New Zealand.  The network has three aims: 
 

1) support economics training and professional development; 

2) develop linkages between economists; and 

3) strengthen economic advice to government. 

 

For further information please visit our website: www.gen.org.nz 
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